
Hi Mark,  

I finally got a chance to play with the pieces you sent me. I know you were looking for comments. 

First-the bases are fantastic, and the extension adds some cool new option for buiding a standalone 

quickie mart or CVS to explore. 

I saw that you included two types of pillars (we're calling them the 'four piece' and the 'five piece'.) In 

general, my daughters and I like the ones that have the pegs and the base better (the five piece pillar) 

than the ones that do not include the base (the four piece pillar). Because when the five piece pillars sits 

in the baseplate, it is more stable and there are no tiny holes in each corner that you can see through 

where the pillars sit in the baseplate. 

   

However, one improvement we thought of would be for you to include four thin strips of wood that 

could be glued into each corner of the four piece pillar. That way, you it would look better (like my solid 

pillars from the kickstarter), be more stable, leave no tiny holes you can see through in the base, and 

most importantly, you'd only need to laser cut two different type of pieces to make the pillars. 

  

If I were selling sets, I would include as many pillars as there are 'pillar holes' on the bases included in 

the set. And also include enough small square 'floor plugs' to fill each hole in the base. Since your base 

thickness is different than the KS, we don't have enough of these 'floor plugs' to make a clean floor for 

the warehouse game. 



  

 

The walls look great.  

Here are some ideas: 

1) You definitely need to make 'normal' (home, office) doorway walls, like they did in the KS . I would 

keep them off center and lined up on the grid. 

 

The kickstarter included two larger-sized doors/archways. Neither one lines up on the grid.  

 

2) I would suggest making a 'double wide' (two inch wide) door wall, for, you know, double doors.  

3) You should make a wall with warehouse/loading dock (3.5 inch wide) opening, like the one they 

included in the KS. As you can see in the picture, it's 3.5 inch wide, and the opening is higher than a 

standard doorway. Also, a vehicle can drive through this kind of opening. 



 

4) You definitely need a wall with a normal commercial- sized letting light in (not displaying 

merchandise) window 

 

5) And a wall a high window like you'd see in an alley or the back of a 7-11. One that required a skill 

check to climb through. :-D 

  

Here are some other things that would be handy: 

6) Doors that fit the 'regular sized' one inch wide doorframes. Should come in solid/plain, small window 

(for the science lab/classrooms), and mostly glass (from mall shops with glass walls) 



  

7) Doors for 'double wide' openings (of course, you could always use two single doors ) 

 

7) Door for a warehouse/loading dock opening. Rolling loading dock doors and garage/fire department 

doors are good. 

  

Here are the things I could use before the game in two weeks: 

 20 of the small square 'plugs' to fill the un-pillared holes in the baseplate. 

 20 single doors to fit the KS-sized doors (the cutout from the wood is 1"x 1 13/16th".) Plain ones 

are fine, some with small windows would be cool. I don't need all glass ones right now. 

 12 doors that would fit big warehouse/loading dock (I have a lot of arches from the KS-the 

cutout for them is 3 1/8th" x 2 3/4th") 

 8 walls with the high windows (cinder block exterior if possible) 

Things that would be nice to have before the game, but they're cosmetic: 



 88 narrow corner strips to beautify the 4 piece pillars I have  

 96 narrow corner strips (slightly shorter) to beautify the 5 piece pillars I have 

 

 

Whenever you have time, there are some more things that I would love to have, but I don't necessarily 

need before the con: 

1 of the extender base plates 

4 more sets of matching baseplates (8 total pieces) 

40 of the small square 'plugs' to fill the un-pillared holes in the baseplate. 

30 more single width doors (20 plain, 10 with small windows) 

16 glass door (mall store) 

2 double door walls (cinder block exterior if possible) 

2 double door walls (plain if possible) 

12 doors that would fit big warehouse/loading dock (I have a lot of arches from the KS-the cutout for 

them is 3 1/8th" x 2 3/4th") 

 

For show and tell, these are the 3d printed Cougar MRAPs I printed. ALthough they were designed as 

15mm (1:100) designs, I scaled them up to 1:48, and they turned out great. The coolest part is that the 

50 cal gunner guys (using Empress miniatures crew figs and Armorcast .50 cal machine guns) I made to 

fit in my die cast HUMVEEs  fit really well in the turrets. 



 

And here are some of the pieces I'll be using in the game in two weeks. The only thing I designed myself 

were the cots, though we've been resizing the body bags for men/women/skinny/fat/adults/kids. 

Muahahaha! 

 


